ADDENDUM TO LICENSE AGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM TO LICENSE AGREEMENT is made as of _____________ (date) by and
among COLLECTORS UNIVERSE, INC., a Delaware corporation (“CU”), and
_____________________________, (LICENSEE) and is intended to be part of the IntelliQuote
License Agreement between CU and LICENSEE dated ________________ (date) (“License
Agreement”).
1. Annual Subscription License/Subscription Fee. CU agrees to add the PCGS & NGC
Certified Auction Prices Realized Database (CAPRD) prepared by Collectors Universe, Inc.
(“CU”) to LICENSEE’s copy of CU’s INTELLIQUOTE Version 10 (“IQ”) in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the License Agreement and this Addendum. In consideration
thereof, LICENSEE agrees to purchase and renew, as needed, an annual subscription license to
CAPRD. LICENSEE agrees to pay CU the sum of $1,800 every calendar year in advance of
receiving access to CAPRD. Months that do not fall at the start of a calendar year will be
prorated and must also be paid in advance. These sums are in addition to any sums otherwise
due under the License Agreement, and in accordance with the terms and conditions governing
such other payments. The annual subscription license fee for CAPRD set forth herein is subject
to change. Any such changes to the amount of the annual subscription license fee will be sent in
writing at least one month prior to the end of any given year.
2. Restrictions on Reproduction of CAPRD. CAPRD is proprietary to CU and remains the
property of CU. CAPRD is not LICENSEE’s property and LICENSEE acquires no rights
whatsoever with respect to said data or information except as provided in the License
Agreement. Reproduction of CAPRD in any manner or format is strictly prohibited, as is the
sharing of this import (or any data contained herein). Violation of these Terms of Usage may
result in criminal prosecution to the fullest extent of the law as well as cancellation and forfeiture
of any remaining subscription balance.
3. CU Representations and Warranties/Disclaimer/Use of Information. CU represents and
warrants to LICENSEE the following: (a) that it is the sole owner of the history of CAPRD and
is fully empowered to enter into this Agreement; (b) that LICENSEE’s use of CAPRD in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement will not infringe upon any third
party’s patent, copyright or other proprietary rights, nor constitute a misappropriation of a third
party’s trade secrets. CU represents and warrants to LICENSEE the following: (a) that it is the
sole copyrighted owner of IQ and the copyrighted Certified Auction Prices Realized software
component and is fully empowered to enter into this Addendum Agreement; (b) that
LICENSEE’s use of any software licensed hereunder in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this Agreement will not infringe upon any third party’s patent, copyright or other
proprietary rights, nor constitute a misappropriation of a third party’s trade secrets. Except as
otherwise set forth in this Paragraph, CU disclaim any other warranties relating to CAPRD,
including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for particular
use. CU disclaim any and all warranties of the accuracy and completeness of the information
contained in CAPRD. Attribution information, when shown, is provided to the best of CU’s

ability, but may be inaccurate. At any given auction, prices realized may be aberrant and may not
be reflective of the overall market value of a coin. Also, errors and omissions can occur.
4. LICENSEE’s Representations and Warranties to CU. LICENSEE hereby acknowledges the
validity of CU’s rights to the auction prices realized software component in IQ, acknowledges
that the software component in IQ is the sole property of CU and represents that the software
component in IQ is covered and protected by all of the same rights as IQ as outlined, defined,
and agreed upon in the License Agreement.
5. LICENSEE’s Representations and Warranties to CU. LICENSEE acknowledges and agrees
that CAPRD is proprietary to CU and remains the property of CU. LICENSEE also agrees that
CAPRD is not LICENSEE’s property and that LICENSEE acquires no rights whatsoever with
respect to said data or information except as provided in the License Agreement. LICENSEE
agrees that reproduction of CAPRD in any manner or format is strictly prohibited, as is the
sharing of this import (or any data contained therein). LICENSEE acknowledges that CAPRD
prices may be aberrant and may not be reflective of the overall market value of a coin. Also,
errors and omissions can occur. LICENSEE understands and acknowledges these facts and
agrees that this database should not be the only source consulted when making a decision about
buying or selling coins. LICENSEE agrees that LICENSEE’s sole remedy in case of any alleged
inaccuracy or other act, omission, or breach by CU shall be a refund of LICENSEE’s payments
herein not to exceed the amount of a one calendar year subscription. In addition, LICENSEE
acknowledges that CAPRD information is subject to misinterpretation by individuals who do not
have a complete understanding of rare coins and auctions. LICENSEE, therefore, agrees that it
will not conspire, contribute, or otherwise assist in fraud in the sale of any coin; directly or
indirectly mislead the buyer of any coin in any way; or exercise negligence in the marketing of
any coin using CAPRD information. LICENSEE represents and warrants to CU the following:
(a) that it shall disclose to any person or entity using IQ pursuant to this Agreement that CAPRD
is the property of CU and is used under license; (b) that it shall use CAPRD only for so long as
this Agreement remains in effect, and only in the manner and for the purposes specified in this
Agreement; (c) that it shall not, either during or after the term of this Agreement, do anything, or
aid or assist any other party to do anything, which would infringe upon, harm, or contest the
rights of CU in CAPRD or any other information provided under this Agreement. LICENSEE
agrees to indemnify and hold CU harmless against any liability, cost, damage or claim (including
reasonable attorney’s fees) arising from a breach of any of the foregoing warranties.
6. Term/Termination. LICENSEE’s failure to pay the amount set forth in Paragraph 1 when due,
or any attempt by LICENSEE to copy, use or transfer data and or information from CAPRD
without CU’s express written consent, or any other violation of this Agreement, shall be grounds
for immediate termination of the License Agreement and Subscription without prior notice to
LICENSEE. In addition, LICENSEE and CU have the right to terminate this Agreement at the
end of each calendar year by written notice at least thirty (30) days prior to the end of said year.
Upon any termination of this Agreement, LICENSEE agrees to cease all use of CAPRD and to
remove all copies of CAPRD from its computer or computers.

7. Full Force & Effect. In all other respects, the License Agreement shall remain in full force
and effect.
Dated: ______________________________
Collectors Universe, Inc.
By: _________________________________
Collectors Universe, Inc.

______________________________
LICENSEE

